Run 2522 Custards Last Stand
Hare: Tinkerbell
Tinkerbell did a quick costume and personality change at the carpark outside Thai Chada. His Red
Indian headdress had us all transported to the American Indian Wars. He drew ancient Indian bird
symbols on the footpath and also his version of Custer’s Last Stand (balls and all)
142 years since Custer’s Last Stand and what have we learned? I think Tinkerbell’s preamble
reference to turkeys was close to the mark. The good General spent years kissing arse in town and
kicking arse in the bush. How long could that last? Well the current leaders in US might say it is a
winning formula.
For Custer his ego ruled his head, rushing to his early demise, fortunately Tinkerbell , a quicker
learner did some pre-planning and pulled off his perfect attack at Little Big Grange. In an area
confined by Lutwyche Road and Stafford Road the solo hare squeezed in an hour of quick running
and walking in a mixture of suburb and parkland.
In the dark I could not be sure of the parks we covered but it went roughly in this order. Lanham Pk.,
Emerson Pk., Hickey Pk., Corbett Pk., Kokoda Pk., Bradshaw Pk., Prentice Pk. and WA Jolly Pk.
Including the crossing of Kedron Brook, once by bridge and once on wooden pallet. Clever loops
around footy fields allowed this back runner to keep the pack in view and the odd CB saw me catch
up with the FRBs. JC, Bugs, Optus and Scruffy. I am guessing that the rumbo drink stop was at
Prentice Park where the hare only just made it in time to feed the fast moving walkers with chips
and icy rum and coke.
The runner’s trail was well marked with turkey footprints and not once did that confuse the runners
who were able to run and think at the same time. However I did hear that a certain 1500 walker
(initials ST) was confounded by these ‘chook scratchings’ and even rum and coke could not unconfound him.
Circle
Good private location in an underground carpark. Icing of Lufty (proxy XXXX) and Fingers (proud
winner of the SOTW for a moving story related by Grewsome from West End)
Run: 8/10
Thai Food: 8/10
OnOn
XXXX

What are they looking for? The elusive Lil’ Big Horn?

Maybe it was this?

But probably this!

